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PART-A
(Answer all the Questions 5 x 2 : l0 Marks)

I a What is block diagram? What are the basic components of block diagram?
b Define accelerating error constant.
c What is the necessary condition fbr stability?
d Define phase margin.
e Define state variable and Write the state equation.

PART.B
(Answer all Five Units 5 x l0:50 Marks)
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2 a Write the differential equations governing the mechanical rotational system shown
in the figure and find transfer function.

Compare open loop and closcd loop control systcms bascd on diffcrcnt aspccts?

List the properties of signal no* g.upf,fR
Using mason gain formula find the transfer function C/R for the signal flow graph
shown in figure.
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List out the time domain specifications and derive the expressions for Rise time,
Peak time and Peak overshoot?
Find all the time domain specifications for a unity feedback control system whose
open loop transfer function is given by

GtS) = 2s

s(s+5,)

OR
Deilne steady state error. Derive tlle static error components for Type 0, Type 1 &
T5,y:e 2 systenrs.
A For servo mechanisms u,ith open loop transfer firnction given below u,hat type of
inpr-rl signal givo rise to a constant steady state error iurd calculate their values?

(;(s lH(s)= z('is * 2)

'- s(5 t 1 )(5'.i :iJ
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Determine the rarrge of K for stability of unit1, l'eedback system ivhose open loop
transfer function is given below using Routh's stability criterion.

G(s) H(s) = K

5(S-+ r-) (S+ZJ

With the help of Routh's stability criterion find the stability of the following systems
represented by the characteristic equation 9ss -20s4 + 10 s3 - s'- 9r - 10 = 0.

OR
Sketch the root locus of the system whose open loop transfer function is

G(s) H(s) = s(s?#s+r3)
Explain the procedure for constructing root locus.
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Sketch the polar plot for the open loop transfer function of a unity feedback system
is given below .Determine Gain Margin & Phase lvIargin.

G(r)=*_fo_,
Given \= 0.7 and con : 10 rad/sec. Calculate resonant peak, resonant frequency and
bandwidth.

Obtain the transfer function of Lag a",rrf,lr",or and draw pole-zero plot?
write the procedure for design of Lag Compensator using Bode plot?

State the properties of State Transition Matrix.
Dragonahze the following system matrix

/0 6 -5\.r:{r a 2l\: z 4l
Find state variable representation of un fllu,ure controlled D.C.motor?
A state model of a system is given as:

. /0 1 0\ /0\-r:[ o o 1]x*{o}Llarrcl\.-(r o o)x
\-o -11 -a) \r/

Determine: (i) The Eigen Values. (ii) The State Transition Matrix.
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